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Prologue to A Prologue

Monuments are to something; people, events, memories,
achievements, or tragedies. They are meant to freeze the
moment of the builder and save it for the future. Monuments
are an attempted cryogenesis, but monuments that preserve
the past sever themselves from the present. They are cryogenic.
They can be viewed, but are frozen behind the glass of time.
All but the most potent of artifacts will fade at these low
temps. Their relevance diminishes until they undergo a transmutation from an intentional object into a historical artifact.
These historic monuments are worthy of our suspicion. Do
they replicate or preserve what they claim to? Is the preserved
pure or has it been altered without our knowledge? Is the
monumentalized just a story we’ve been told.

Semiotopolis
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Prologue

It is often said that in the time before the first fracturing, the
voice of the world came from the border step. From the step,
which extends north to impassable cold and south to unbearable heat, one could speak to all the world and they would
hear you, for the step was the first making of the builders and
closest to the cities that knew the builder’s hand best. From
the step sprung the will of great men and women, guided by
the memory of those still greater. From the step flowed
knowledge both useful and enlightening and from the step
marched judgment and righteousness towards the lands of the
wickedly resistant. Knowledge that filled the minds of its
people lifting them from drudgery, strength that kept cruelty
and viciousness from the world, and vision paired with discipline, so that power would not stray from its proper course.
It is not clear when the builder’s first set out from the border
step and began constructing what is now known as the
Temple Reach. Curiously, it is also unknown as to whether or
not that construction has ended. Everyday, the chosen many
set out to supply the builder’s front and enter the realm of our
remembrance just beyond the border step. It has been long
since that front was close enough that anything less than a
lifetime of travel was needed before arriving. It is belief that
keeps us crossing the border step and that belief was given
with the Waymarks.
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During the second fracturing, which marks the first year of
our young millennium and when the Waymarks were removed
and melted down, a permanence was destroyed. The second
fracturing was so inconceivable that none of those who
charged themselves with our protection, unity, or transcendence could have imagined a need to protect the Waymarks.
Nor did these same powerful predict the confusion and loss
that would follow their erasure.

It is agreed by most that the Waymarks contained
information set down by the first builders. However, almost
nothing is agreed upon after their authorship, despite a multitude of writings by those who read them first hand and even
by those who destroyed them. The transcriptions from
memory would have been assumed accurate if it were not the
fact that so many contradict each other even when referring to
Waymarks found in the same location. The most important of
these disagreements is over the Waymark that was placed near
the present day Tallismar River Gate. We are still living the
thread of history spun out by this disagreement. What
happened then is still a mystery hidden by time and perhaps
to remain forever unknown to those few who keep faith in
certainty, but what is believed seems to be our animating
principle and what follows is a history of those whose greatest
power was that of being believed.
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Chapter 1
“... and the bells rung true
so that none could lie while
the sound was in their ears.”

The temple of books was organized along a central axis which
began at the portico entrance, continued through the long
clear atrium, and ended in the rear with the main circulation
desk helmed by three librarians. The tallest of the three sat in
the middle of two shorter librarians so that if an imaginary
line of symmetry was draw, it would fall right on the small
piece of skin between his nostrils, the valley above his lip, the
dimple in this chin, and so on until he was bisected perfectly.
On either side of the tall librarian’s nostrils were an array of
bookshelves that extended to the full, and significant, height
of the ceiling. The bookshelves also acted as columns and
supported the roof and floors in between. In each of the bays
of the column-shelves there was a desk at which a scholar sat
in diligent study.
In a bay at the edge of the atrium and on the side that corresponded to the tall librarian’s left nostril, Edan found himself
frustrated again by the inken lines and curves of the page set
before him. Try as he might he could not interpret their
supposed meaning despite his teacher’s insistence that, yes,
they really did represent more than funny shapes.
He turned up from the page in a moment of frustration and
looked across the atrium. A scholar was sitting at the bay desk
which corresponded to the right nostril of the tall librarian.
She sat with her face obscured by a large leather bound tom
Golden letters curled across the surface of the leather and
slipped under the hands of the scholar who, Edan realized,
was struggling to hold up what must be a significantly weighty
book. She allowed it fall to the desk with a muffled thud and
her eyes refocused on Edan’s own gaze.
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In that moment, the symmetry of the library became a frame
for Edan’s ignorance. No matter from which nostril one

looked, the library was identical. So identical that to look
across the imaginary line of symmetry was to look into a
mirror. All places were a reflection, all places except Edan’s
bay. He was struggling to read a beginner’s pamphlet. She was
struggling to hold the physical weight of a reading beyond the
comprehension of all but a handful of people in the city. He
was dressed for the physical life of youth and, She, for the
diligent, quite, focus of the scholar.
As she looked at him looking at her it must have been similar
to the experience of looking in the reflection of a mirror to
find ink or mud smeared across your face. Eden had been told
stories of young women haunted by specters that inhabited
their reflections. Monsters that appeared only on the other
side of the glass and disappeared when those women looked
over their shoulder.
Here in the reflected world of the library, Edan was one of
these monsters and his monstrosity was measured in
ignorance.
The scholar looked away and returned to her heavy book.
Edan continued his self pity spiral for far too long before he
was interrupted by knuckles double tapping his table.
“Edan, the words need to be looked at to be understood. Were
it they could read themselves this place would be a symphony
and not the silence that it is.” His teacher whispered into his
left ear.
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“It seems I need to do much more than look at them. Unless
the fiddler can make music by looking at his fiddle, I don’t
think I’ll ever be able to read by looking at words.” Edan
muttered.

His teacher’s eyebrows raised and he gave a small frown as if
surprised by the thoughtful response of his worst student.
The teacher spoke more sternly this time, “It’s obvious you
know the language, Edan. Now you must bridge the gap
between the spoken and the written.” He smiled and added,
“Don’t worry, that gap isn’t nearly so large as your mouth.”

13
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Chapter 13
“The sundered wall was
warning and welcome.
From which way was it
broken? Its multistability
was gift and curse to those
who lived in its shadow.”

Edan reached into his pocket and felt the small book that
contained his drawings and writings. It was the second time
this journey he’d unconsciously reached into his pocket to
check if the book was still there. Each time his heart caught
as he was jolted by the thought of it not being there. It was
precious to him because it contained so many memories and
captured moments, but now it was precious too because it
contained something far more important to Tallismar. Each
time Edan confirmed its presence his footsteps quickened
through the jagged paths that made up the Fens’ disorganized
network of streets, narrow alleys, and backways.
It seemed improbable that the priestess of the third brother, so
graceful and delicate, could have ever ventured into the Fens.
Then again, it was just as improbable that Edan himself would
be venturing into the Fens.
“I’m not a fen dweller and it wouldn’t take a farseer to know it,”
Edan thought. “Find the shop, get out.”
…
Edan makes his way through the Fens, avoids too much
trouble, but still has a scuffle with a purse picker. Eventually he
finds his way to the dead end alley the priestess had described to
him.
...
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A sign was hanging off kilter above the entryway to the metallurgists shop. It read “The Copper Crucible” and was merely
the first of many off kilter things about the shop. Despite this,
Edan noticed that beneath the dilapidation of the shop’s
facade there were finer details that had been obscured by the
same filth that covered almost all of the the Fens district. He

moved from the street and to beneath the threshold of the
shop. Bending down and inspecting the detailed window trim
closer, he pushed away some of the grime on the window sill
and revealed an intricate raised pattern of symbols weaving in
and out such that he could not follow the threads without
becoming confused. Locked between the carved threads of
wood was a symbol he did recognize; the triple bound circles
attached to a short stem. The symbols reminded him of
clovers, a name his mother used for the weed that grew in
carpets near his home. The clover shape stirred something in
his recent memory, the shape across a gently curving
landscape.
“What’s so interesting about my window sill, boy?”, a
gruff voice said from behind him.
Edan, startled, his reminiscence interrupted, turned
abruptly and said, “Sorry, just admiring the architecture.”
He quickly bowed his head to the man, in a way that he hoped
said, “sorry about that, have a good day, and I’ll be on my way
now!” But by the time his eyes raised from the slight bow the
man was at the doorstep an arm’s length away. Edan tensed as
the man, who was of considerable size and probably considerable strength reached deep into the dark cloak that draped his
broad shoulders. Edan’s hand moved instinctively to the interior of his own cloak, where he kept his short blade, but was
surprised to find his right wrist in the grasp of the dark
cloaked man’s powerful fingers and his left arm pinned to his
own body by the man’s forearm.
“You’re admiring the architecture of the crumbling
shacks? The famed hovels of the Fens renowned for their
master craftsmanship?”, the man asked as the hand that wasn’t

holding Edan against the window came out of the cloak with
the jingle of keys. “The types of buildings you’ll get stabbed in
by some urchin like you, boy” He slid one of the jingling keys
into The Copper Crucible’s locked door and pulled Edan into
the shop.
...
Edan sorts it out with the man who’s name is Gildure
and is the shop owner, a metallurgist, and knowledgeable of
many things despite his apparent station in life as a lowly fen
dweller. Edan show’s Gildure the writing he has copied from
the crypt of the priestess. Gildure is impressed and his tone
and attitude towards Edan change, he does not know the
priestess but is intensely interested and seems to think Edan
rather important.
...
“I think this is meant for you.”, Gildure said as he
extended his hand out. The same powerful fingers that had
grasped Edan’s wrist on the doorstep showed surprising
dexterity as a rectangular metal sheet flicked into visibility so
quickly that it was impossible to tell from where it had come.
Edan reached out to take it from Gildure, but it winked out of
eyesight again impossibly hidden somewhere between palm
and fingers.
“This is a powerful tool, Edan. You shouldn’t take it
unprepared for its weight.”
“Doesn’t seem so weighty to me, else how could you whip it
around so cleverly?”, Edan said with a wry smile. He was
surprised by his own relaxed wit; by how quickly Gildure had
set him at ease.

“I’ll whip your head around real clever, if you don’t heed
my word, boy”, Gildure said in a flat tone. “There are few of
these left in the world and few were ever made in the first
place, fifty-two to be exact and more than half are lost now.”
Edan noted the number, remembering the priestess had
claimed fifty-two waymarkers existed before their melting.
“Why give it to me then? If it’s so precious.”
“Because of what you’ve got written down in that book.
I’ve only read one other thing like that, and that a small fragment. Something I understood one moment and lost as soon
as my eyes left the page.” Gildure said, sounding almost
reverent. “I have its feel in my head now, like an engraving
upon the surface of my mind, but I couldn’t tell you what was
written but to say that it left me full of purpose and quieted
the doubts that haunt me.”
The metallic rectangle appeared in his hand again, but
this time slowly, and he looked down at it in his palm. Edan
saw that on it were three of the clover symbols, the same ones
from the sill and then he remembered. They were the same
ones he had glimpsed on the priestess’ body. As she died they
had faded from her the curve of her neck leaving her
unmarked and unremarkable; just another body in the Temple
Reach.
“You’ll need this badge to give those words to the rest of
us. It’s the third mark of the Order of The Clover and
belonged to the line of waykeeps in Talissmar before their
order was broken during the first fracturing. Few know its
value beyond its weight in gold.”
18

“What is it for, what will I do with it?” Edan asked,

stunned to be offered the golden badge, worth more than
anything his family had ever owned many times over. What is
gold compared to an artifact of the waykeeps?, Edan thought,
mentally chastising himself for his stupidity in front of an
object that would fetch a price beyond all the wealth of
Tallismar.
Gildure looked at Edan intensely. He spoke with a
yearning in his voice, “It will help you teach us to remember.
Teach us that symbols have power. That they can hold that
power deeper than our recollection, deeper than our simple
projection of meaning onto them.”
“Is it really of the waykeeps? How could you know?”,
Edan asked.
“Take it, and then you’ll see.” Gildure said, as he again
extended his arm towards Edan.
Grasping the golden badge, Edan’s senses lit up. The
metallic rectangle was thin and had rounded corners, but was
otherwise completely indeterminate. Neither warm or cool in
his fingers, soft or hard. Unsettled, he said, “This is a strange
sensation. It shifts from moment to moment from one thing
to another. ”
Gildure nodded, “It is more than gold. The waykeeps
made meaning and the badges, this badge included, was their
quill, chisel, and brush. It is more than just gold as well,
metallurgically speaking. It contains more metals than I knew
existed, when I uncovered the first keeper’s badge beyond the
border step.”
20

“You’ve been beyond the step too!” Edan, blurted out
before realizing the revelation of his own crime. What is
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wrong with me, for the Keeper’s sake!, he thought as he froze
in his chair.
“You think I give a fen dweller’s whiskers if you went
beyond the step?”, Gildure said with a smile on his face,
“We’d be better off if more people went out there. Shows
you’re at least clever enough to get through the watcher’s line
and back again. Makes it a bit easier on my nerves to give you
the badge.”
Edan, eager to move past his transgression, asked
Gildure to continue what he was saying before the rude
interruption.
“Yes, the badge is made of many things, but not so
many. In fact I have them all here in my shop.” , Gildure said
as he swept his arm across the room. “But there’s something
else to the badges that I can’t seem to replicate. You see, I
have all the parts of the composition, and from what I can tell
the correct way to put them together. I’ve made many, but
there is something more than the parts and their structure to
the badge. There is an essence.”
As Gildure spoke he seemed to grow in enthusiasm,
obviously enjoying the opportunity to discuss his craft. He
seemed surprised to be with another person again when Edan
interjected.
“It’s like a living thing then.” Edan said, “It doesn’t matter if a
doctor stitches you up after you’re dead. Even if he puts all the
pieces back together exactly as they were it won’t matter.
Something has gone.”
22

“Well, yes, exactly.”, Gildure said.
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Chapter 25
“Beware the lies of your
ancestors, they will come
cloaked in the authority of
time.”

They dropped the large flat stone into place above him. As it
finally settled into the fitted hole of the floor, the world
around him became complete blackness. The voices of his
captors became muffled and then distant as they walked away
from the tomb’s entrance.
A panic began to rise in a small corner of his mind. There
were few worse way to die than being buried alive and in this
moment he couldn’t think of any of those other ways. But
Edan didn’t need to suppress the panic, it stayed in that corner
of his mind and was kept there by a larger sense of relief.
Terror had gripped him right up to the moment that the stone
closed off the rest of the world to him. The moment before he
was still part of the story. There were characters, plots, problems, arguments, fights, and most terribly people relying on
him. He had sustained loss after loss and still taken on more
and more responsibility. This journey had cost him everything;
everything besides what was entombed with him now. He
didn’t’ want to die at all, but the silver lining here was that
nobody could blame him for failing. He was going to suffer
the worst death he could presently imagine and it was because
he had tried to help. He wasn’t regretful that he’d tried. It was
the right thing to do after all. Then he imagined a worse
possible way to die. What if he hadn’t tried to help anyone
and somehow, some really unfortunate way, he’d still ended
up trapped in a tomb waiting to die? That would be a far
worse way to go and so he began to feel better.
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Edan’s eyes adjusted and the barest rectangle of light appeared
around the edges of the stone above him. In the dim, he could
see his body and the floor beneath him which was worn away
but became intricate tiles at the edge of the darkness. The

stone that made up the walls was worn too, but had grooves
that appeared intentional.
He was seeing more as the seconds passed, shapes taking form
in the darkness. His senses were heightened by the extremity
of his situation. His mind focused by the removal of all
concerns from the other side of the stone.
He reached out and put his palm on the wall. In this heightened state of mind the minor variations in the surface felt like
mountains and valleys. The grooves were like vast smooth
canyons that carved from the stonescape. What were they?
Did they tell something about the tomb?
Edan had seen many markings across the other temples and
monuments of the reach. They were made of the hard cuts of a
rigid text made of squares, rectangles, and dots. Nothing like
these long smooth grooves that flowed, no sometimes they
made hard angles, but not like the square text.
He lifted his palm from the surface and used a single finger.
His awareness of the stone heightened further as if the reduction in skin contact from palm to fingertip was like the
increasing magnification of a microscope.
He followed a groove closest to the edge of the stone. It
continued down the stone and made a slow bend until it was
parallel to the floor. It continued this way until a brief break
in the groove before beginning again and continuing up the
other side of the stone, curbing in the opposite direction,
breaking again, and returning to its beginning. It was like a
large pair of brackets. A perimeter with two breaks on the
bottom and top.
He put both of his palms on the stone and strafed them side
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to side from top to bottom. There were many complete shapes
within the perimeter. Closed shaped with no breaks. There
were also some thinner grooves including one that duplicated
the shape of the outside perimeter, but contained a smaller
area.
The thicker grooves made rough circles, that were evenly
arrayed within the perimeter of the small groove. In his head,
Edan began to picture a fruit that had been sliced in half. The
two perimeter grooves showed the outside skin and the thickness of the meat. Inside this thin groove were the arrayed
seeds. What of the two breaks in the thicker groove? Perhaps
a place for the stem to go? Two stems?
Maybe this was the tomb of an agriculturalist and they had
marked the entryway with the fruit of his life’s labor. As his
hands reached the bottom he felt another set of grooves. Just
before the gap in the thick perimeter groove there was an X
and below that a series of hard edged markings. The square
text.
The square text was probably the name of the agriculturalist.
The X though? Edan’s mind drifted back to a memory of fruit,
the one that the grooves had drawn in his head. The top break,
for a stem. The bottom break … for the crease of the fruit
folding back into itself! Interesting. The stone’s grooves solved.
All without even seeing the shapes.
Edan was impressed with himself and decided to take a nap.
Later he awoke hungry and thought of the fruit on the stone.
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Chapter 30
“In twisted meaning you
will find the reason we have
forgotton”

A landscape of icons sprawled out before him. They were
complex symbol images that could not be captured and understood with a single glance. The surface of the land itself was
rippled, a topography of complex iconography turned again on
itself by a physical shaping.
Was it not the landscape of history? Meaning made present in
the symbols, but still obscured lacking a cypher. He might
have placed the symbols in relation to one another to decode
their meanings, but the landscape was shifting. The symbols
were broken or obscured as they traveled over the ridges and
ripples.
But it was still the land and so he continued on through it
towards a building placed into the hillside that rose in the
distance. As he walked new symbols came into vision and old
ones fell away. The ridges became steeper as he went and
sometimes were too steep to move up with two feet. He took a
moment to rest after scaling a steep one and sat so that his
knees rested on the apex of the ridge.
Looking back at the path he had followed so far he could see
for the first time, because now he was at a height and more
importantly a distance, what was like a ship’s wake spreading
out along the path he had travelled. His passage through the
land had left a mark or, better, a memory.
The wake had created ridges that ran counter to the natural
grain. Between the counter ridges was a swath of smooth
landscape in which a new mess of icons were swirling gently.
The wake had reconfigured the land and what was written on
it.
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....

He reaches the building that was in the distance. It was indescribable as of yet.
....
He observed the activity of the building from behind a ridge
out of view of the people moving below. There were several
small carts which contained all manner of everyday items and
one great long sledge with a team of mules. Atop the sledge
was a thick slab of earth and pavement upon which a wall
stood. The wall was a crumbling ruin, but appeared stable
within itself. Like one object not the many stones that made it
up.
The building had a large bay opening on its side, which could
easily accommodate the sledge. Near the bay there were a few
men speaking, some of which appeared to be the owners of
the cart’s and one who was very clearly, because he held a
whip, the mule leader. They all faced one man who wore what
looked like a ragged shirt, but who was very clearly directing
the others.
As he watched the group broke apart and returned to their
respective transporting devices and began to lead them into
the bay. They formed a line as they moved through the bay. As
they were almost inside another team of carts came into view
from around the hill’s edge. The ragged shirted leader greeted
them from a distance with a beckoning wave.
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This he decided was a fine moment to reveal himself too and
so he walked down to meet the approaching caravan which he
saw contained more carts than the last but also two more
sledges. As the ragged shirted man saw him Edan waved and
the man returned the gesture.

Edan could see that the ragged shirt was actually quite trim
and tight fitting. What he had mistaken for tears was actually
a multitude of pockets lining the front of the shirt. Most had
a slight bulge.
Subtext

The distillery operates by receiving objects from the world that
are nearing a new actualization. These objects are moving
from the present world into an artifact of the past. They are
not part of our world anymore in a very important sense.
There are objects that have an intentionality in our time. They
are active participants with a role to play. These new artifacts
are also here and apart of our world, but whatever they used to
be is irrelevant to their new role. All these artifacts serve the
same role now. They serve as portals to the past and this past
is accumulating at an ever increasing rate.
To understand this acceleration of the accumulation of the
past look at the rate of change in society as far back as can be
know. Consider this rate of change in terms of economic
growth for example. From the year 0 to the year 1700 the
global rate of growth(which is really a rate of change as
growth can be negative) was probably less than 0.1 percent.
While those 1700 years of history contain a huge number of
events and there are many “revolutions” name, this actually
hides the fact that the vast majority of people experienced
little change in this time. The life of a great grandparent
would have been nearly indistinguishable from the life lived
by their great grandchildren. Such a small rate of change
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Short Stories and Motivations

A

Truth In Stone

Chief resource of the monument maker is the stone
cloven from the mountain side. Such an elemental material
and yet so often a regal one too, it takes the masons chisel and
the story teller’s text into its grain as though the letters always
belonged to it.
When an archaeologist unearths a stone with inscribed
text, they are elated. Stone preserves across the millenia what
mortals words lose. The archaeologist sees in the stone the
truth of the past and so the monument maker takes up the
chisel too in their quest to set down the history of the future.
This is why we mustn’t trust the thickness of stones. We
are the authors of the present becoming past and we surely
know our own fallibility as we should know the fallibility of
those past authors only remembered in the stones they left
behind.
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Screenshot 2028

Whether or not the border wall will be built is an important
topic of 2018. A more interesting question, if the wall is built,
may come up in 2020 or 2024; will we deconstruct the border
wall?
The wall would come with the powerful legitimacy
provided by the Federal Government. It would have been
constructed with the consent of the legislature and executed
with the power vested in the president, both of which are
instruments of the people’s will (supposedly).
The wall would be an asset of the state. It would transcend party ownership and become an inherited
infrastructural heirloom to each following administration,
even to those admins who would have opposed its initial
construction.
Part of this inability to deconstruct the wall would be
because it has power and no administration would want to
give it up. It would have practical utility to keep the so called
illegal people out. This grim utility would allow a sympathetic
administration to obscure the absurdity (and hypocrisy) of
letting the wall to stand.
This question of deconstruction is also present in the
new Coal Miner’s Mountaintop Monument in West Virginia.
The monument was constructed at the request of Vice President Ryan Zinke who was the former Secretary of the Interior
under the Trump administration (the interior secretary is
responsible for national parks, resource management, and
monuments).
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It is a monument to the revival of the coal industry
during the Trump era. Curiously, as anyone who owned
Peabody Energy or Arch Coal stock can tell you, the coal
industry did not actually rebound and coal miners experienced

the inevitable job loss that analysts had been projecting before
and during the supposed revival.
The “Mountaintop” refers to the site of the monument
within the Appalachian mountains of West Virginia, but also
to the mining technique known as Mountaintop Removal.
MTR is destructive to the environment and poses health
threats to local inhabitants through air pollution and corruption of the watershed as water flows from peak to valley
carrying toxic mining chemicals and tailings.
The monument itself is a mountainside walkway that
leads visitors to an overlook of the Appalachian chain, from
which dozens of stunted mountains can be viewed; their peaks
literally exploded off. At the overlook, the visitors are joined
by a thirty foot statue of the 45th president with miner’s
pickax (an anachronism) and helmet gazing out at the scared
landscape.
The monuments opening was presided over by Zinke,
who has a long history of opening public lands to resource
extraction. With the coal collapse and the end of the Pence
administration, the monument should have become a source
of mockery for Zinke and all those associated with it.
However, there was still a large, devoted,and intensely
partisan following for the monument.
It also carried the legitimacy of the federal government
with it. It is an official monument of the 45th president, like
the multitude of other presidential monuments. Moreover,
what administration would destroy the monuments of the
previous? It would violate peaceful transition of power and
establish a precedent for Iconoclasm that might harm the
Iconoclastic admin itself.
40

Instead the mountaintop monument was modified. The

new administration could not destroy it and, in fact, had to
protect the monument from vandalism or attempts to dynamite it off the mountainside by those partisans who had
actually voted them into power.
They did not want to enforce the false pro-coal narrative
either and so they hired me to design a protective vale that
would hide the embarrassment while protecting it for future
generations to remember.

1

Prairie Findings

Construction of the North Dakota Access Pipeline turned out
to be one of the most important historical events in American
history. The narrative of the countries founding has always
been marred by the fact that we took the land of freedom
from someone else who was already here.
The 2018 discovery of another “native” American grave site on
the great plains was at first a mere inconvenience to Energy
Transfer Partners. The protests and accusations that ETP had
tried to destroy the archaeological site became a headache for
chief officers and investors. The court ordered pause to
construction so that archaeologists could assess the site was
initially seen as a victory for the Sioux and environmental
activists. No one would have doubted this outlook.
The archaeologists who examined the site were experts on
“native” American history and culture, which is a relatively
obscure topic due to the lack of writing systems in most
“native” cultures and the staggering loss of life in the “new”
world that occurred after the Columbian exchange.
The dig proceeded without much excitement, as most digs do,
to the surprise of Indiana Jones fans. The shallowest findings
were not very remarkable, but were well preserved; bizarrely
museum quality even. As if they had been picked from the
collection and buried. They were relatively recent artifacts
perhaps created when Columbus had already landed on America’s shores, but as the dig proceeded deeper and further into
the past, the archaeologists became cautiously optimistic that
they might find heretofore unknown knowledge.
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The Sioux were also surprised by the artifacts emerging from
the earth. They did have a strong oral history and a general
knowledge of the lives of their ancestors. None could recall
any old stories about this site.

As the dig deepened it also expanded, the grave site was
merely a part of a larger village. The depth began to suggest
that the site had been lived in for millenia. The first carbon
datings confirmed this belief and made the archaeologists
break out in goosebumps. Not ancient, but prehistoric. Old,
very old.
Not only was the site prehistoric, it appeared to be an entirely
unknown pre-columbian civilization, perhaps related to the
Cahokia civilization of modern day Missouri. Archaeologists
believed this, because the artifacts looked nothing like any
known “native” American tribes.
The dig entered the national consciousness after the return of
the genetic results of the sites oldest graves were returned.
“PREHISTORIC EUROPEAN GRAVE SITE
DISCOVERED IN NORTH DAKOTA” read the New York
Times Online headline. Sub headers “HISTORY,
REWRITTEN”, “COLUMBUS, FINDING THE WAY
HOME?”, “‘NATIVES’, STUNNED.”
ETP executives had hired multiple public relations firms to
portray the pipeline as positive for job strapped communities,
environmentally friendly compared to rail transport, and to
disrupt local organizing. The discovery of prehistoric “Europeans” (perhaps they ought to be called Americans) in
America dismantled support for tribal rights which were being
crushed by the pipeline. Whose land was it really anyway?
The prehistoric Europeans had been found beneath the “native”
Americans. Who were the colonizers and who were the
colonized?
School teachers had to inject new scientific findings into
classroom discussions about Squanto and thanksgiving. Questions about the propriety of Columbus day shifted from away
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from indigenous justice to the definition of discovery. European-Americans woke up in a land that they felt belonged to
them, which was surprising because they had never called
themselves anything European-Americans, just Americans,
and had never acted as though the land didn’t belong to them.
The new natives.
The narrative had been completely flipped and in the chaotic
jubilation (white guilt was significant and to many this was a
lifting of the burden) the archaeological work itself was soon
overlooked. Discrepancies, unfinished work, lingering questions forgotten.
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Plaques, Placard, Sign,
Note Card, Titles,
Engravings, Text, and
So On and So Forth

I started off wanting to make architecture that would accept
and then hold onto the meanings that we give it. I believed
this was something that monuments did. They were values,
noble or otherwise, made physical. If architecture takes on the
values of the builder or the designer, then monuments were
the clearest place to start because this is what they supposedly
do. Monuments hold a truth, make it visible, and preserve it
for the future.
My first roadblock came with the troubling problem of
communicating meaning in architecture. How was a monument supposed to transmit values without objectivity of the
materials that make it up? A stone can be many things and the
same stone can be seen many different ways. Architecture is
not a language. This misinterpretation if often solved by the
use of a placard that explicitly states what the stones are
supposed to mean. A shortcut that sidesteps the physical
characteristics of the monument itself.
The placard is highly unsatisfying as a designer of physical things. I can’t say too much more than that. The defense
of the sign is part of the gospel of architecture and I don’t
have the chutzpah to take down Venturi and Brown. I’ll just
say that our world is flooded with texts and signs. Flooded
with explicit languages on buildings and then pretty much
everywhere else that our eyeballs turn to. My first position is:
fuck signs.
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Sans signs, making meaningful monuments has to get
at the attributes of the material itself and the circumstances of
its being. Herein lies the thesis. Monuments have to engage
with their physical circumstances. They have to engage with
the real not replication. They have to be active not static. The
sign is all of those things. You can put a sign about anything
on anything (disconnected).
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Operations on exisitng meaning:
Capitol Stones, Plaques, Robert E. lee

N

Registration

Walter Benjamin discusses the concept of authenticity, of
being in accordance with fact, noting that “even the most
perfect reproduction of a work of art is lacking in one element:
Its presence in time and space, its unique existence at the place
where it happens to be.”
Removing the false monument but preserving it memory
should be an act, not of reproduction, but of registration. The
photograph as a register is too far removed from the physicality of the monument. The replication of the monument is as
Benjamin tells us, an entirely new thing in itself without the
aura of the original. The physical register is the space between;
The grave rubbing, the imprint, the shadow, the dust accumulated, the weathered residues.
The deconstructed monument that holds memory without
honor.
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Variations on the Tropes
of Monuments
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Trope : Field

Heterogeneous

Secret Treas

Trope : Singular Geometry

Humbled

Gestalt

Trope : Path

Misaligned

Dangerous

erogeneous

Secret Treasure

Literal

mbled

Gestalt

Silly

saligned

Dangerous

Illusory
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Trope : Pedestal

Flipped

Inver

Buried

Excavated

Secre

Inverted

Fallen

Secret Piloti

Tension Piloti
57

58

Buried
Inverted

Excavated
Fallen

Secret P

Fractured
Secret Piloti

Free Stone
Tension Piloti

Double

Double

Mini

j

Rock Creek Park and the
Stone Cutter

The old stones of the capitol building are resting in rock creek
park. They are frozen in the cryogenic state of a historic object.
They are the raw material needed to undermine the tropes and
narratives presented by monuments that have fallen from
grace.
The first design is the workshop of the stone cutter. Who will
repurpose the stone into thin sheets that have properties
counter to the deceptive characteristics that stone in known
for. The dust is transfered to a new resting place for plaques.
Solidity become fragility, opaque becomes transparent, eternal
becomes ephemeral.
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Dust Cavern

The cavern captures registrations of plaques within the dust of
the stones of the capitol. Here the plaques are reflected and
obscured in an ephemeral medium.
Because our time’s values are not the values of the past or the
future, the dust cavern must be able to expand to accommodate new plaques. It carves into the hillside, grinding away at
the bedrock to produce dust for imprinting and storage.
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Resting Place for
Robert E. Lee

Robert E. Lee is a fantasy character in the constructed narratives of the Jim Crow Era. His visage is held up as one of
history and heritage.
Heritage makes visible and expresses a certain order of time,
in which the dimension of the past is the most important. More
precisely, it is a past that the present cannot or does not want to
relinquish entirely, whether the bond to it takes the form of celebration, imitation, banishment, reflected glory, or, simply, the
possibility of visiting it. Is, then, the concern with heritage only or
principally backward-looking? No, because we are dealing with a
past—a certain past—whose visible embodiment is important for
the present.
Francois Hartog - Regimes of Historicity
The statue is an artifact preserved by a desire to preserve what
is fading in a crisis of time. The artifact is fake, like precolumbian European remains on the prairie, like an early
Christian inscription with my own name on it.
Its dismantling is must be done to remember the fantasy
without enforcing the belief in that fantasy.
Registrations or weathering and form.
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